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Abstract
This report corresponds to the final project presented at the COSPAR Capacity Building Workshop held in Montevideo, Uruguay between the 23th of July
and August the 3th in 2007. The aim of this work is to present new explanations about the formation of asteroid Itokawa. The current model consider
Itokawa as a disruption of a parent asteroid by a collision with another object
and later reagruped following a rubble of pile scheme. This work proposes a
different point of view. Based on the violent past of asteroid Itokawa and analisys of Hayabusa spacescraft data, we conclude that the morphology preseted
corresponds to global shacked asteroid. Global shaking by collision over long
periods of time seems to be the major modeling process acting upon Itokawa
structure, leading to a differentiate distribution of the material. The latter
falling into the minimum gravity potential zones. Here we present the underlying ideas concerning this model along with new perspectives about Itokawa’s
formation. As an important part of this work, a boulder counting method was
performed over Hayabusa’s Spacecaft images whereas the major objective was
the presented boulder distribution on the las section. Itokawa topography could
be charasterized by studying such distribution along the Muses Sea and the
”Head” and ”Bottom” regions leading to important results about the formation
of the asteroid itself.

0.1

Introduction

The asteroid (25143)Itokawa was discovered on September 26, 1998 by the LINEAR survey program at the Lincoln Laboratory ETS. Originally designated as
1988 SF36 , it was coded in June 2001 as 25143 and thereafter named in honor
of professor Itokawa Hideo in August 2003.
Taxonomically this object belongs to the S-type group, having afelion distance
beyond Mars orbit, a perihelion distance with less than 1 AU and i ' 1.6 deg
it is a frequent visitor of this terrestial planets and therefore designated as a
NEO.
The keplerian elements for asteroid Itokawa, refered to M JD = 54400 presented
in the next table, were obtained from the NeoDys site at:
http://newton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/neodys/neoibo?objects:Itokawa;main
orbital element
a (UA)
e
i(deg)
Ω(deg)
ω(deg)
M (deg)

0.1.1

present value
1.32404
0.28056
1.622
69.089
162.785
92.095

σ−variation
5.409e−09
2.912e−09
4.278e−07
2.91e−06
9.811e−06
5.179e−06

The violent Past of Asteroid Itokawa

The orbital evolution of this asteroid has been studied in Yoshikawa M. & Michel
P., 2006 [1] showing that it evolved from the inner part of the asteroid belt and
was injected into the ν6 secular resonance or became a Mars-crosser before being
a NEO.
To understand properly the collisional past of this asteroid it is needed an accurate dynamical knowledge of its orbit in the past. In order to pursue this objective we are planning to perform numerical simulations using the Evorb12rc
leapfrog numerical integrator created by Adrian Brunnini (UNLP) and modified
by Tabare Gallardo (IFFC).

0.2

Modeling the Gravity Potential

The gravity potencial could be modeled by findind first the mass per radius
relationship, this is, how much mass is enclosed by taking a sphere of radius r
centered on the asteroid. Simply the mass M as a function m(r). By knowing
this function m(r), we could derive he potential as:
V (r, θ) =

−Gm(r) ω 2 r2 cos2 ϕ
+
r
2

(1)

where r is the radius, G the gravitational constant, m(r) is the unknown mass
radius dependence, ω stands for the angular velocity and ϕ it’s the asteroids
latitude. As a first approximation, we assume a constant density profile for this
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asteroid. The next step would be to compute the object volume in a precise way.
Since we are not considering the asteroid as a sphere but more like a peanut,
we are facing a difficult task.
A very powerfull tool at this point is the 3-D model, generated using multi-image
photoclinometry, of asteroid Itokawa. This Shape Model composed of a large
number of triangular facets accounts for a detailed description of Itokawa’s topography. This file, containing the point coordinates and facets configuration
comes in different sizes. The bigger the file the better the shape approximation.
Now we can start by enumerating some possible approaches to this matter. We
consider two different ways for computing the volume of an irregular non convex object, using the Montecarlo Method. This idea is to randomly generate
a uniform point distribution inside a known geometric volume, that contains
the whole asteroid. The difficult task is to perform a routine that would clasify
points inside and outside the asteroid geometry. Here we explain two possible
methods for achieaving this task.
1. The Laplacian Method
2. The Line-Intersection Method
The Laplacian Method relays in a intelligent idea. In a few words, it help us to
compute the amount of points inside a certain predefined volume, one as close as
possible to the real volume. It could be thought as computing the total flux of a
→
−
conservative field, e.g the electric field E using the Gauss Law of a electrically
charged object. Only the charged particles inside the object would account for
the total charge Q.
Our first attempt was to write a code for this, altougth it was a clever approach
it presented several difficulties like excessive computational time. The code,
written with collegue Sofia Favre was performed under Matlab and basically
told us how many points where inside a determined volume in space from an
initially random-generated point configuration. By using a large number of
points, e.g., greater than 107 , one could expect to reach a desirable result.
Unfortunately, computational power was a limiting factor, so we started by
considering even other proccedures to perform the same task in a more efficient
way.
After some very usefull suggestions from lecturer Gonzalo Tancredi, we ended
applying the last method.
By taking lines from random generated points one can detect which of them
are inside or outside some previous defined volume. In few words, one can
identify points in-or-out of certain volume by counting how many times, a line
passing by one of this points intersects the volume geometry. An odd number of
intersections would count for an ”insider”, while an even number would reveal
the ”outsiders”. The Shape model fits perfectly for this.
The last code, improved by lecturer Tancredi and performed under Matlab as
before, gave us the following results:
Number
of
Facets
49152
786432

Number
of
points
1x107
5x106

Volume
m3

Error

1.778x107
1.776x107

±0.002x107
±0.003x107
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These results are close agreement with previous obtained by Fujiwara A. et al [2].
The color represents the potential values, ranging from blue (lower potential)
to red (higher potential), considering the absolute value of equation (1).

Figure 1: Potenial at the surface level of asteroid Itokawa.

0.2.1

The Brazilian Nut Effect and Asteroid Itokawa

Shake a can of mixed nuts long enough and the biggest nuts would end on the
top.
Studied since 1930’s but still poorly understood, this phenomenon also occurs
in batches of particels ranging from stones to powders.
Although this appears as a completely separated phenomenon, we can link it,
as noted before, to the gravel distribution found in asteroid Itokawa. A large
amount of non-catastrophic impacts causes shaking, that could lead to different freatures changes like material migration at the surface level. This is not
a strange idea, since it was considered as one of the processes responsible in
changing the surface characteristics of different asteroids like space weathering.
The idea presented in this work suggest that non-catastrophic impacts, do
causes global shaking, inducing material reagrupation of the entire asteroid,
following the Brazilian nut effect. This effect would be effective only for asteroids with diameter less than one kilometer.
Itokawa, the half kilometer rubble pile asteroid, doesn’t present a uniform distribution of its material over the surface. Very rocky areas can be easily identified
as well as smooth ones. This boulder size difference between two region types
can be explained by the well known Brazilian Nut Effect.
The idea is that given an asteroid with diferent sizes of particle material, the
global shaking effect that takes place when non-catastrophic collisions ocurrs,
produces a differentiation of the particles in the way that the small ones, trend
to follow the lower potential zones and in the other hand, bigger particles trend
to remain in higher potential zones. In the case of the asteroid Itokawa, the
gravitational potential plots shows that lower potential zones, lies in the central
part and higher potential zones in the opposite sides, this is in the bottom and
head regions.
Noticeable as a first look, the potential plus slope configuration suggest to combine these two ideas, global shaking caused by non-disrupting collisions and the
Brazilian Nut Effect, as a way to explain the actual boulder distibution. We
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start by showing the differences in boulder distribution on Itokawa’s surface by
means of the boulder cuonting technique.

0.3

Dealing with Spice

One of the first things we learned to deal with at the COSPAR Workshop is
how and where the data must be looked for.
In the case of Hayabusa Mission, the images and other relevant data are posted
at the mission’s website: http://hayabusa.sci.isas.jaxa.jp. First of all, we
had to download the SPICE kernels of the mission from there. This is because
we must know what images are we looking for, and the only way to know this
is selecting them by applying some criteria over the SPICE output information.
SPICE software is a set of packages called kernels that have critical information about the spacecraft, instruments, and all objects and parameters involved
in the mission. In order to know the exact position of the spacecraft and instruments on board, relative to certain coordinates systems, one should start
by using these kernels. There are various types of kernels, some more or less
constants during the years, for example the ones containing information about
celestial bodies and physical constants like planetary radii, mass, etc. There are
other kernels that need to be updated frequently like those involved in time-like
depending processes such as the LSK Leapsecond kernel.
To understand this we may say a few things. The time measuring is based on the
average oscillation of non-disturbed cesium atoms, this ”tic tac” clock is very
precise and originates the IAT (International Atomic Time). UTC is a civilian
format of this atomic time used for confortable calendar affairs. Theoretically
the new day of UTC, at 00:00:00 corresponds to midnight in Greenwhich and
this is used as a convention. Since Earth rotation is slowing down due to angular momentum transfer with the Moon, there are sligthy differences between
UTC and UT1 that are added with time. Thus the astronomical midnight at
Greenwhich (UT1) will not correspond to midnight reffered to the UTC. One
finds that the UT1 clock gets behind the UTC clock.
When the difference grows bigger than 0.7 seconds, a whole second is added to
the UT1 to match UTC. This second is called a Leapsecond.
Space missions could last for years and some leapseconds may be added during
that interval of time. This correction is taken into account with the leapseconds
kernel in order to set properly various time-depending tasks on board.
Other kernels that we need are specific to the mission and they can be downloaded from the mission’s website. These kernels tell us for example in which
pointing direction is the CCD camera relative to a fixed coordinate frame in
the spacecraft. This type of kernels are called Frame Kernels. They define this
coordinates systems and have information about all instruments including solar
panels in the space probe. All this information is computed by the SPICE software and the output is selected by the user. In our case we needed to look for
images of the bottom, head and Muses Sea Region.
As shown in the Figure2, the Itokawa fixed frame is defined in a way that
the largest diameter corresponds with the x axis of the asteroid ellipsoid and the
positive direction goes towards the head region. The z axis corresponds with
the spin vector and the positive y axis can be derived from the latter two.
4

Figure 2: Orientation of Reference Ellipsoid Frame for Asteroid Itokawa
A real fact is that the hayabusa probe roughly stayed in the xy plane (equatorial plane) on the Itokawa fixed frame, most of the time and earned a bigger
z component only in certain moments in which the spacecraft was ordered to
adquire polar images of the asteroid. So θ, the angle between the spacecraft
vector and ellipsoid x axis vector should be near 90 for the Muses Sea region,
180 for bottom region and 0 for head region. This angle separation was one of
the SPICE outputs.
The other parameter that we need to determine is the distance from the spacecraft to the surface of the asteroid. This was done by making an aproximation
in which we calculated the distance from the spacecraft to the asteroid defined
ellipsoid, instead of the real asteroid. The way of doing this is to compute the
intersection of the spacecraft vector with the asteroid ellipsoid and measuring
the remaining distance between the intersection point to the space probe.
The reason of doing this selection with SPICE software is to reduce the
sample of images to deal with.
After doing this, there is an inevitable human eye selection because there is
always a possibility that the image had gone through technical problems, not
being available or it is simply a bad image due to some other factors. The θ
angle selection gives us only the desired regions of the asteroid and the distance
selection is done because, when doing boulder counting, we want to have the
biggest range of boulder sizes and this is achieved by selecting images at different
distanecs of the asteroid.
We found that only two range distances were enough to have a large range of
boulder sizes and this corresponds to distances in the (far away) 4 km and (close
up) 0.1-1 km values. It would be much easier to have images in which distances
and relative angles were in the headers, but unfortunately the only information
inside the images was the date of exposure. By this reason we had to derivate
5

Figure 3: Measuring the spacecraft-asteroid distance.
all calculations with SPICE, and the kernels involved were the AMICA CCD
imager, Hayabusa spacecraft, Itokawa fixed frame and Leapseconds kernel.
One final note on the way to obtaining the data is that the date of exposure of
the AMICA images are stored in the general AMICA log file in the Hayabusa
web site. To extract the image name and the date of exposure we had to run a
Perl script in order to create a 2-column list with name and date of all images.
The SPICE calculation routine was applied to this adequate formatted list, and
not to the raw general AMICA log list with plenty of negligible entries.

0.3.1

Getting the Images

Once we selected the images we wanted to work with, we downloaded them from
the Hayabusa public web site. We applied then a human eye judgement to be
sure that there were fine images. The AMICA imager has a set of filters, and
we choose to work only with Visual (v) filter images in the 550 nm wavelenght,
just for coherence.

Image

Date

Distance
(km)

θ
(deg)

Area
(pix2 )

ST-2498167622-v.fits
ST-2516321279-v.fits
ST-2498647696-v.fits
ST-2563511720-v.fits
ST-2482160259-v.fits

28/10/2005
04/11/2005
28/10/2008
19/11/2005
22/10/2005

4.736
1.40
4.93
0.19
4.99

175.6
178.0
51.98
73.09
28.49

40000
312000
30000
819200
40000

Scale
Plate
(m/pix)
0.47
0.1397
0.489
0.0180
0.495

Physical
Area
(m2 )
8800
6089
7173
289.5
9801

As a final comment about the frame images is that we did no image processing routines because we are dealing with boulder counting and this is kind
of morphological study of the image. We are no measuring any flux so at a first
aproximation we don’t need to have perfectly flux corrected images.
The AMICA images used are what is called, level 1. Level 1 images are raw
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Figure 4: Perl script used for image pre-selection.
data. This mean that the image has no further calibration besides the default
Flat calibration done on board. This Flat calibration is made with Pre-Flight
Flat images. According to JAXA lecturer Makoto Yoshikawa, the images must
be corrected to remove Bias and Smear, while Dark current is negligible.

0.4

Boulder Counting

The method is to analize diferent region images and count for boulders in all of
them. We selected three regions (head, bottom and Muses Sea). The Muses Sea
is a plain and smooth region that lacks of big boulders whereas in the bottom
and head regions we found the opposite configuration. We selected two images
of the bottom and Muses Sea regions in which the distance of the spacecraft
is different in order to have a large range in boulder sizes due to a footprint
scale factor. In the head region only one image taken from far away is available
for processing. For comfort we called ”Far Away” images to those taken in the
Home Position, in which the distance to the asteroid is about a few kilometers,
and ”Close Up” to those images taken in the ”Descent & Touching Down” phase
of the space probe, in which the distance range from the asteroid is less than
one kilometer.
Once we had the image loaded, we defined an area of interest inside the
frame. This is because we want to keep the sight vector of the AMICA CCD
Imager as perpenicular as possible to the asteroid’s surface, and this can be
judged quiet well with the human eye. The regions near the edges of the asteroid
are very inclined respect to the line of sight and an important area correction
7

Figure 5: Images selected for Boulder Counting
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has to be performed. The boxes inside the image were a few hundered pixel
square.

Figure 6: Area asignated for boulder counting including close caption frames
The software used for doing the counting was fv FitsViewer 4.4 from the
NASA’s High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC).
This software was not part of the COSPAR Workshop software showcase but
it’s a very good software that provides specialized tools for image processing
with image display capabilities. This software is free and open source, and can
be obtained at the NASA’s HEASARC web site:
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/ftools/fv/.
The procedure of boulder counting is to place small and fully adjustable ellipses
arround boulders and measure the x,y position and the total area. This information is provided by the ”Image Probe” tool of fv.The most important value
to obtain is the total area of the ellipse, that counts to the total area of the
boulder inside in our aproximation. The placement of this ellipse arround the
boulder lies in the human eye skill and this factor can not be avoided.
The following simple equation gives us the representative area of a certain boulder
r
Apix
Drep = 2
(2)
π
where Drep is the representative diameter in pixels of the boulder and Apix
stands for the area enclosed by the ellipse, also in pixels.
We found no software that can count for boulders automatically, so this is the
most objective way we found for doing this.
Atomated ways of boulder counting could be achieved by developing appropiate software using the Hodge Trasform and other special functions usefull in
edge-detecting techniques over binary images. Due to lack of time and since
we are dealing with a small sample of images, the analog, old-fashioned way of
counting seems adequate.
As a final remark on the counting procedure we shall say that we very
carefully stretched the image’s histograms to have the optimal contrast, but
preventing the over-stretching to avoid image display artifacts. Also we set up
a limit of small boulder counting in the size of 3 - 5 pixel scale in the image.
Boulders of this size are very small and may be not well identified as ones, on
the other hand we put no limit in the big boulder size, the limit is the image
itself.
After counting on the images cited before, we are ready to show some results.
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Figure 7: Boulder Counting, screenshost of Fv and de POW image display

0.5
0.5.1

Conclusions and Results
Boulder Distribution

In this section we present the preliminary results obtained in the counting.
Once all ellipses areas were meassured and computed, we started processing
the data in order to calculate boulder diameters. By knowing the total area of
a given ellipse, an equivalent diameter can be calculated, thinking about this
diameter as the corresponding one of a circle enclosing the same area.
In our work, it would not matter if the boulders are elliptical or circular, we
only concern about the size. By doing this we are taking the average size of the
boulder in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight. We have no information
about the height of boulders, unless additional study on the boulders shadow is
done.
The most important thing is to calculate the equivalent diameter, in the same
fashion among the images. It is clear that the ”size definition” must be reasonable, taking the equivalent diameter as the diameter of the equal area circle, we
assure a reasonable area computation when measured as an ellipse.
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The next step to make is building cumulative scale of boulders for a given size,
and this needs to be normalized by the amount of corresponding counting area.
This will give the numbre density (number of boulders per unit area) of boulders
bigger that a certain diameter, it means cumulative.
Note that for the Bottom Region and the Muses Sea there are two series of data
corresponding to the Far Away and Close Up images. Both series have a nice
match in the intermediate values of diameters, meaning that the boulder size
range is sucsessfully covered. Unfortunately only one data series correspond to
the Head Region because only one image was used.
As seen in Figure8, one could characterize the zones studied above by the size

Figure 8: Boulder distribution of asteroid Itokawa.
of the material covering the surface of this asteroid. Small size material, from
gravel to grain or sand like particles could be found covering what was called the
Muses Sea Region. On the other hand, gravel to several-meter long rocks are
common representative features of the landscape at Head and Bottom regions.
Much of the information mentioned above arises cleary from the Muses Sea
data, appearing shifted towards the left side of the plot.
This left shift means that for a given diameter there are less boulders bigger
than this size in comparission with the other two regions Looking at the Close
Up images of Muses Sea, it appears to be a saturation of boulders at diameters
below the centimeter. For first instace, it is clear that the boulder distrbution is
not uniform. The big boulders are near the lower gravitational potential zones,
and the smaller boulders are in the higher ones as we excpected to show.
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